ENJOY TECHNOLOGY ON THE ROAD!

Enjoy the new level of protection with the RoadRunner 585GPS! Details are clear and visible on Super HD video and 16 MP photos, and Low Light Warning and Forward Car Movement Detection will guarantee additional support. Super convenient voice announcements in different languages allow you to concentrate on the road, and a built-in GPS guarantee that speed, acceleration and location details are stored together with your video data.

- SUPER HD VIDEO QUALITY: The video quality is excellent — Ambarella A7 chipset ensures Super HD resolution.
- VOICE ANNOUNCEMENTS: With smart voice announcements in different languages you can receive updates in a convenient way!
- FORWARD CAR MOVEMENT DETECTION: This outstanding feature enhances safety on the road by alerting the driver to movement detected in front of the car.
- GPS: The GPS sensor assures that speed, acceleration and geolocation data are stored together with your video data.
- LOW LIGHT WARNING: You will never forget to switch on the car headlights when it gets dark — the function warns you when it detects low light conditions.
- DEWARP: It corrects optical distortions on the image edges, therefore removing the effect of the “fish eye”.

Display Size: 2.0" | 960x240 px
Processor: Ambarella A7L50
Resolution: Video: 2304x1296 30fps, Photo: 16 MP
Image Sensor: 4 MP CMOS | OmniVision OV4689
Lens: 6-layer glass lens, Viewing Angle: 160°
Format: Video: AVI(MJPEG Codec), Photo: JPG
Memory: 128 MB, up to 64 GB (SDHC, MicroSD)
Other features: GPS, Motion Detection, G-sensor, Cyclic recording, WDR, HDR, FCMi, LLW, Safety Camera Alert, Voice Announcements.

Connectivity: Micro USB
Built-in devices: Microphone, Speaker
Power: Built in Re-chargeable battery (320 mAh) or from Car Power Adaptor
Operation Temperature: 0 °~ 45 °C
Dimensions: 56x65x30 mm
Weight: 60 g
In the box: Suction mount, Crowbar for cable installation, Car Charger (3 meter) with 2 USB Ports